Imagining the Cape Colony

by Robert Kirkman & Mark Englert -- will be a three-issue mini-series following the misadventures of a super-powered team whose members are dedicated to protecting the weak while turning a profit. Kirkman's Invincible has quickly become one of Image's biggest hits, and Englert's work on a recent Savage Dragon back-up story impressed critics and readers alike, making this a title to watch closely.

Annual Accounts

Race Relations at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652-1795

Just in time for the major motion picture Dolittle starring Robert Downey Jr.—soaring into theaters on January 17, 2020! Journey into the world of Doctor Dolittle, the kind and eccentric naturalist who can speak with animals. Working with original author Hugh Lofting's son, these books have been fully updated for the modern reader, all while retaining the full charm of the originals. Rediscover the children's literature classic with three novels from the beloved series! Here are the good Doctor's three exciting tales of world travel, beginning with his greatest adventure. In The Voyages of Doctor Dolittle, winner of the prestigious Newbery Medal, the Doctor and his young assistant, Tommy Stubbins, travel in search of the brilliant naturalist Long Arrow, culminating in a meeting with the most fabled creature of all, the Great Glass Sea Snail! The Story of Doctor Dolittle details how the Doctor came to learn the languages of animals, and how he was called to Africa where he meets the rarest of all beasts, the marvelous two-headed pushmi-pullyu! And in
another African adventure, Doctor Dolittle’s Post Office, the Doctor establishes the only postal service in the world where birds deliver the mail!

**The Cape**

Ethan Falls was once a respected super-hero - until his drinking got the better of him. Now he finds he is unable to provide for his young family, and his own sense of failure starts to beckon him towards easy money and a life of crime. As Ethan lapses deeper into his illegal life, his erstwhile teammates uncover his secret and Ethan finds that the price may be too steep to pay, even for a fallen hero. This collection chronicles the period of a hero's fall from grace, a dark story that will stir your emotions and give you a deeper insight into a hero's desperate attempt to keep going, even after the cape is gone.

**The Cape Cyclopaedia. Vol. 1**

**The Cape Orchids**

"Defining their enterprise as more in the direction of poetics than of prosaics, the Comaroffs free themselves to analyze a vivid series of images and events as objects of analysis. These they mine for clues to the 19th-century contents of the British imagination and of Tswana minds. They are themselves imagining the imagination of others, and they do the job with characteristic aplomb. The first volume creates an appetite for the second."—Sally Falk Moore, American Anthropologist

**The Eastern-Facing Bay**

* A new voyage round the world. Vol. 1 [of Dampier's voyages.].

**Joe Hill's The Cape (One-Shot)**

From the New York Times bestselling author of NOS4A2 and Horns comes this e-short story—from Joe Hill’s award-winning collection 20th Century Ghosts. Imogene is young and beautiful. She kisses like a movie star and knows everything about every film ever made. She's also dead and waiting in the Rosebud Theater for Alec Sheldon one afternoon in 1945. . . . Arthur Roth is a lonely kid with big ideas and a gift for attracting abuse. It isn't easy to make friends when you're the only inflatable boy in town. . . . Francis is unhappy. Francis was human once, but that was then. Now he's an eight-foot-tall locust and everyone in Calliphora will tremble when they hear him sing. . . . John Finney is locked in a basement that's stained with the blood of half a dozen other murdered children. In the cellar with him is an antique telephone, long since disconnected, but which rings at night with calls from the dead. . . .
Pure Mathematics for Cape

The Colbeck collection was formed over half a century ago by the Bournemouth bookseller Norman Colbeck. Focusing primarily on British essayists and poets of the nineteenth century from the Romantic Movement through the Edwardian era, the collection features nearly 500 authors and lists over 13,000 works. Entries are alphabetically arranged by author with copious notes on the condition and binding of each copy. Nine appendices provide listings of selected periodicals, series publications, anthologies, yearbooks, and topical works.

From Protest to Challenge, Vol. 1

Beyond the Cape

The Australia directory. Vol.1. 5th-10th ed. [With]

From USA TODAY Bestselling Author Harper Lin: a dessert cozy mystery series set in a charming beach town! Francesca Amaro moves back to her hometown of Cape Bay, Massachusetts, and takes over the family business, Antonia’s Italian Café. She spends her days making delicious artisan cappuccinos, until she stumbles upon her neighbor’s dead body. When the police discover Mr. Cardosi was poisoned, Francesca becomes a suspect. The victim’s son, Matty, happens to be Francesca’s old high school friend. Together, they uncover the secrets of the locals in order to find the killer in their idyllic beach town. Includes two special recipes! This is the first novel in The Cape Bay Cafe mystery series. keywords: Cafe cozy mystery cozy mystery with recipes free cozy mystery small town cozy mystery beach town cozy mystery series cupcake cozy mystery

Who’s Who in Gay and Lesbian History Vol.1

The step-dancing of the Scotch Gaels in Nova Scotia is the last living example of a form of dance that waned following the great emigrations to Canada that ended in 1845. The Scotch Gael has been reported as loving dance, but step-dancing in Scotland had all but disappeared by 1945. One must look to Gaelic Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, and Antigonish County, to find this tradition. Gaelic Cape Breton Step-Dancing, the first study of its kind, gives this art form and the people and culture associated with it the prominence they have long deserved. Gaelic Scotland’s cultural record is by and large pre-literate, and references to dance have had to be sought in Gaelic songs, many of which were transcribed on paper by those who knew their culture might be lost with the decline of their language. The improved Scottish culture depended proudly on the teaching of dancing and the literate learning and transmission of music in accompaniment. Relying on fieldwork in Nova Scotia, and on mentions of dance in Gaelic song and verse in Scotland and Nova Scotia, John Gibson traces the historical roots of step-dancing, particularly the older forms of dancing originating in the Gaelic-speaking Scottish Highlands. He also places the current tradition as a development and part of the much larger British and European percussive dance tradition. With insight collected through written sources, tales, songs, manuscripts, book references, interviews, and conversations, Gaelic Cape Breton Step-Dancing brings an important aspect of Gaelic history to the forefront of cultural debate.
After the Cape

Beyond the Cape A map and brief introduction set the scene by connecting the dots of history. The forceful transformation of the people of Goa by the Portuguese; the enslavement of Africans, followed by the parceling of 11.6 million square miles of Africa, to seven European colonial powers in 1884, and on to the twentieth century. Precocious Lando is born in British-rulled Kenya to Goan parents just as WWII breaks out in Europe. His parents are among those who flocked to East Africa from their native Portuguese India, lured with promises of a bright future by British colonialists, who found that the "Christian Indians" suited their needs perfectly. Lando's family and community struggle to keep their Indo-Portuguese heritage and Catholic faith alive in a Kenya dominated by the ugly reality of racial segregation. But Lando's world is also filled with adventure, and readers will be transported in dhows and steamships across the Indian Ocean, and will travel by ox-drawn carts, carriages, steam locomotives, and bicycles right along with the characters. Ultimately, to fulfill his father's dreams, the eleven-year-old must embark on the biggest adventure of his life: journeying to distant Goa to attend a Jesuit-run boarding school-and then engineering his escape. Beyond the Cape brings vividly to life the alluring sights, sounds, and smells of mid-twentieth century East Africa. The book is filled to the brim with evocative, multi-layered stories steeped in history-stories that are alternately funny, sad, and touching as Lando grapples with the complexities of straddling two distinctly different worlds.

South Africa and the Transvaal War, Vol. 1 From the Foundation of Cape Colony to the Boer Ultimatum of 9th Oct. 1899

A treatise on Astronomy, theoretical and practical A new edition. Vol. 1

Best of South Africa Vol 1.

This Library of America volume, along with its companion, presents, for the first time in compact form, all seven titles of Francis Parkman's monumental account of France and England's imperial struggle for dominance on the North American continent. Deservedly compared as a literary achievement to Gibbon's The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Parkman's accomplishment is hardly less awesome than the explorations and adventures he so vividly describes. Pioneers of France in the New World (1865) begins with the early and tragic settlement of the French Huguenots in Florida, then shifts to the northern reaches of the continent and follows the expeditions of Samuel de Champlain up the St. Lawrence River and into the Great Lakes as he mapped the wilderness, organized the fur trade, promoted Christianity among the natives, and waged a savage forest campaign against the Iroquois. The Jesuits in North America in the Seventeenth Century (1867) traces the zealous efforts of the Jesuits and other Roman Catholic orders to convert the Native American tribes of North America. La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West (1869) records that explorer's voyages on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers and his treks, often alone, across the vast western prairies and through the labyrinthine swamps of Louisiana. The Old Regime in Canada (1874) recounts the political struggles among the religious sects, colonial officials, feudal chiefs, royal ministers, and military commanders of Canada. Their bitter fights over the monopoly of the fur trade, the sale of brandy to the natives, the importation of wives from the orphanages and poorhouses of France, and the bizarre fanaticism of religious extremists and their "incessant supernaturalism" animate this pioneering social history of early Canada. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation's literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America's best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative
editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.

**Francis Parkman: France and England in North America Vol. 1 (LOA #11)**

The first of a series of four books, Pure Mathematics for Cape Vol. 1 is an ideal textbook for students of the Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examinations (CAPE) in Pure Maths, both for use in the classroom and self study. Features include lists of definitions, symbols and abbreviations, a comprehensive index and answers to all the exercises.

**Doctor Dolittle The Complete Collection, Vol. 1**

It's another Joe Hill extravaganza! This special one-shot takes Hill's acclaimed short story from his best-selling short-story collection 20th Century Ghosts and adapts it to comics! The Cape will walk you along the fence of childhood innocence, and then throw you face first into a brick wall. Explore your dark side in this tale by Hill and Jason Ciaramella, with art and two covers by Zach Howard.


**Annals of the Cape Observatory. Vol. 1**

**Jan Paerl, a Khoikhoi in Cape Colonial Society, 1761-1851**

**The Polite Traveller, Etc. Vol. 1-3**

**Folk-lore from the Cape Verde Islands**

By returning to a pivotal moment in South African history - the Cape Colony in the period 1770-1830 - this book addresses current debates about nationalism, colonialism and neo-colonialism, and postcolonial/post-apartheid culture.

**Capes Vol. 1**
This is Book 1 in the Jerry Giraffe Series. What would you do if you had a giraffe? Would you give it a bath or make it laugh? Would you give it a ball and set it on a wall? Join Silly Milly as she weaves her rhyme and shows how a giraffe can have a good time.

**Pure Mathematics for Cape**

Who's Who in Gay and Lesbian History: From Antiquity to the Mid-Twentieth Century is a comprehensive and fascinating survey of the key figures in gay and lesbian history from classical times to the mid-twentieth century. Among those included are: *Classical heroes - Achilles; Aeneas; Ganymede* *Literary giants - Sappho; Christopher Marlowe; Arthur Rimbaud; Oscar Wilde* *Royalty and politicians - Edward II; King James I; Horace Walpole; Michel de Montaigne*. Over the course of some 500 entries, expert contributors provide a complete and vivid picture of gay and lesbian life in the Western world throughout the ages.

**Cape Radicals**

Introducing a humorous, mystery series that will have you laughing and intrigued at the same time. Katie Wynmore, is an author with a writing block. Pacing the floor and looking out the window of her upstairs apartment she hears a woman's screams and goes to investigate. What she finds sends her roaming out into the dark streets searching for the answers to a new story. There she finds more than she bargains for, putting herself and others in danger. Will Katie live to write her story? Or become a victim herself?

**If I Had a Giraffe**

**Gaelic Cape Breton Step-Dancing**

A sprawling frontier saga rich with adventure and romance, set in Tierra del Fuego at the eve of the 20th century.

**South Africa and the Transvaal War**

This remarkable collection of material is as relevant today as when it was first published; graphically demonstrating the native African's struggle for peace, freedom, and equality in his native land during the 19th and 20th centuries.

**Cappuccinos, Cupcakes, and a Corpse**

The history of a radical group of intellectuals who founded the New Era Fellowship, which shaped human rights precedents and social justice policy in South Africa. In 1937 a group of young Capetonians, socialist intellectuals from the Workers’ Party of South Africa, embarked on a project they called the New Era Fellowship (NEF). In doing so they sought to disrupt and challenge not only prevailing political narratives but the very premises – class and ‘race’ – on which they were based. In different forums – public debates, lectures, study circles and cultural events – the seeds of radical thinking were planted,
nurtured and brought to full flower. Taking a position of non-collaboration and non-racialism, the NEF played a vital role in challenging society’s responses to events ranging from the problem of taking up arms during the Second World War for an empire intent on stripping people of colour of their human rights to the Hertzog Bills, which foreshadowed apartheid in all its ruthless effectiveness. In subsequent narratives of liberation their significance has been overlooked, even disparaged, and has never been fully understood and acknowledged. By shining a contemporary light on the NEF and locating its contribution in current sociological and political discourse, educationist Crain Soudien shows how its members were at the forefront of redefining the debate about social difference in a racially divided society.

The Origin & History of Missions Vol. 1

In this biography of the Khoikhoi Jan Paarl (1761-1851) light is being shed on a new form of resistance against colonial domination in Cape society. It emphasizes Khoikhoi colonial encounters and incorporates themes such as millenarian beliefs, identities, master-servant relations, indentured labour and the appropriation of mission Christianity.

A Bookman's Catalogue Vol. 1 A-L

Originally brought to America's shores by the Mayflower, two families unearth their family skeletons--which have lain buried in Cape history for more than 200 years.

Hero Without a Cape

Transactions, American Philosophical Society (Old Series, vol. 1, 1769-71)

Cape Cod

Of Revelation and Revolution, Volume 1

Pure Mathematics for Cape Volume 2 is the second volume in the "Pure Mathematics for Cape" series. It is an ideal textbook for students of the Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) as it covers the entire syllabus for Unit 2 of the 2007 version of the CAPE Pure Mathematics syllabus. It is suitable both for class use and for self-study. Features include a list of definitions, symbols and abbreviations; a list of those formulae provided by CXC for the examinations (these and other formulae are summarised in the chapter summaries); a comprehensive index and answers to all the exercises.
From the Cape to Cairo
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